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Raytheon is collaborating with Polish company TELDAT for

C4ISR work. The two companies will seek contracts for Poland's

air defense architecture, as well as global exports, according to

a Raytheon announcement.

The companies will focus on: IP-based networking solutions,

software and devices, militarized communications equipment,

command and control software, and system integration,

verification and validation testing.
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"TELDAT and Raytheon have been working together for more

than two years, and we are actively pursuing business

opportunities with them in electromechanical design, software

engineering and overarching systems engineering," said

Raytheon vice president Mike Shaughnessy. "This is yet another

example of our commitment to deliver significant and
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Poland's TELDAT is teaming with Raytheon to pursue contracts on Poland's air defense architecture. TELDAT
specializes in network hardware and equipment, such as the tactical terminal shown here. (TELDAT)
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Air Force seeks moving-target cyber defense

A command and control structure to coordinate cyber agility

will lessen the risk of 'cyber fratricide.'
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Raytheon teams with Poland's TELDAT

The companies will collaborate to seek C4ISR work for

Poland's air defense architecture.
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Air Force wants radio frequency research

Pre-solicitation lays out the systems of interest.
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Harris gets Middle East radio contract

Customer remains unspecified; deal is for $15 million.
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sustainable benefits to Poland's defense industry, including

work share, co-development, co-production and technology

transfer."

Poland's Armaments Inspectorate recently selected Raytheon's

Patriot as one of two finalists for its WISLA medium-range

missile defense system.
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